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KNOW ABOUT

CALCE COMPANY

ORIGINS

Calce Company was founded by an
Australian-Italian family who is passionate
about bringing the latest Italian plaster
finishes into Australian homes and
commercial buildings.

T i m e l e s s  l o n g e v i t y .  

We help to make difficult decisions easy. 

With an extensive range of traditional
Italian finishes, there are endless
possibilities to fit you, your family or your
business. 

OUR MISSION
C r a f t e d  f r o m  I t a l y  d i r e c t l y .  

CREATION
S t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t .

We strive to influence the industry and
introduce new ideas and methods. Recent
technological advances in the composition
of lime plaster have made these products
easier to use, without compromising the
quality of the finish.
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GRASSELLO LUCIDO

MURANO

SALE E PEPE

ELITE VENEZIA

Murano is a fusion of intense metallic edges and subtle shimmer reflections.
This iridescent lime-based Venetian Plaster is available in silver, gold and
bronze and is perfectly designed for interior applications.

With a sleek mirror finish and colours ranging from classic neutrals to bold
brights that suit any decor scheme, Grassello Lucido's design is elegant and
versatile. Its ultra-fine, micro-filtered lime putty, makes it excellent for
interior applications.

With an indulgent marble feel and smooth Venetian Stucco finish, the
dotted effect of Sale e Pepe makes it an exquisite modern addition to any
interior area.

A uniquely transpiring acrylic stucco, that allows you to indulge in the
fusion of elegance and familiarity. Reminiscent of a Marble effect and a
sophisticated mirror finish, make it perfect for interior applications. 
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A | Wonder Wall

GRASSELLO 

LAIDLAW PARADEPROJECT              

ELITE VENEZIA

CALCE COMPANY HQPROJECT              
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MARMORINO FLOOR

MICROSYNTH MARBLE

MICROCEMENT

TROWEL-X

MICRO-QUARTZ

A Microcement finish that is cool and enticing, its lustrous modern look
combines the depth of marble textural effects for a stand-out addition to
any interior and wet areas. 

With a durable, wear-resistant finish, its beauty is second only to its
practicality. Made up of synthetic paste product, one component with
selected Carrara marble powders and grits, making it 100% waterproof.

Reminiscent of a Soft Stone effect, Microcement’s alluring texture and
smooth soft blooming finish creates a timeless, yet inviting personality to
any artistic space. 

Micro-Quartz's beauty is made from a two-component, hybrid cement that
is effortlessly flexible and 100% waterproof. This timeless product can be
available in coarse, medium, and smooth. 

Trowel-X is a unique Microcement finish that combines the modern
minimalist style of a polished concrete effect that will form an artful
experience in your space.   
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A | Bespoke Finishes

MARMORINO FLOOR

RUIN XPROJECT              

MICROSYNTH MARBLE

 AUTORE MODA PROJECT              

liberty stone

marmorino floor



Allow nostalgia and modern style to intertwine
with the unique stone effect of Elite Travertino.

Comprised of crushed stone from a Travertine
Quarry in Rome, this timeless product is

available in fine and medium grain.
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ELITE TRAVERTINO

MYLKY SPACEPROJECT              
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MARMORINO ANTICO 300

GLIMMERPUTZ

MARMORINO CLASSICO 500

ELITE MARMORINO 

This lustrous modern look of Marmorino Antico 300 combines the depth of
marble textural effects, with a silky sheen for a stand-out addition to any
area.

A textural experience to inspire, with metallic flecks interwoven through its
smooth, matt finish. Glimmerputz fits in and stands out, making it ideal for
commercial and residential spaces.

Designed to suit both commercial and residential spaces, Marmorino
Classico 500 is a timeless modern take on a traditional Venetian design, that
introduces sophistication to any design.

With flexibility between natural and polished stone effects, soft colours and
marble ripples, Elite Marmorino is one of our most versatile products. 

MOMA
Pure and versatile, MOMA is inspired by a combination of modern minimalist
style and traditional materials, for a unique concrete effect that enhances
any artistic space. 
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MARMORINO MATT 600
The timeless Marmorino Matt 600 embraces traditional comfort and modern
style simultaneously with its refined matt finish. Making it a seamless
addition to both commercial and residential spaces.
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MARMORINO MATT MADRAPERLA
With a unique blended formula of marble powders and crushed Australian
Mother of Pearl shells, this matt finish holds a natural iridescence ideal for
adding a distinguished quality to your space.
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GLIMMERPUTZ

MOYA & CO HOMEPROJECT              

ELITE MARMORINO

BLAIRGOWRIE HOUSEPROJECT              



VERTIGO

LIBERTY STONE

COCCIOPESTO

DILAVATO

Effortlessly flexible, Vertigo can achieve a diverse range of different
finishes, including buildable granular textures and flawless split stone
effects. 

The prestigious satin finish of Cocciopesto showers your artistic space with
stunning copper-like flecks to form an illustrious personality, making it
suitable for interior applications. 

With flexibility between natural and polished stone effects, soft colours and
a Travertine-like presence, Liberty Stone is one of the most unique finishes. 

Indulge in the tactical senses of Dilavato - a rough, yet gentle finish beyond
your imagination. A product determined by nature from its precious grits
and sand of different sorts to create a unique finish. 
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VERTIGO

ARCOSPROJECT              

A | Fine Coat Solid Plastering

LIBERTY STONE

THE EVELEIGHPROJECT              
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INTONACHINO CLASSICO 700

INTONACHINO FINE 400

INTONACHINO GROSSO 1200

Introduce the timeless beauty of a traditional Venetian Intonachino finish
into your world, with the smooth matt allure of Intonachino Fine 400.
Suitable for both commercial and residential applications.

Intonachino Classico 700's subtle glimmers meet with a bold and buildable
granular texture, creating a space with a uniquely inviting personality.

Indulge in the classic beauty of a traditional Venetian Intonachino finish into
your space, with a textured matt allure of Intonachino Grosso 1200. Ideal for
residential and commercial spaces.
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INTONACHINO CLASSICO 700

ALEGREPROJECT              

INTONACHINO GROSSO 1200

TEMPO CAFEPROJECT              
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CHIFFON

CHIC FINE

CHIC CLASSIC

CHIC HERITAGE

Reminiscent of a frozen lake, Chiffon’s depth of shimmery texture stems
from beneath its smooth satin finish. Its refined formula and broad colour
selection make it a versatile choice for any project. 

A refined metallic glaze, CHIC Fine infuses subtle sophistication in your
daily routine. With a smooth linear finish and an iridescent sheen, this
design is both humble and bold, flattering a variety of spaces.

A decorative metallic glaze with a fine sandblasted finish, CHIC Classic is
designed to draw the eye through shifting light refractions, elegantly
complimenting its surroundings. 

Extend the sensory experience of metallics beyond interior limitations, with  
CHIC Heritage. Its dynamic light refractions from within a sand-blasted
finish are designed to perform aesthetically while maintaining a resilient
formula.

LAMINA

CHIC METAL

COOL FUSION

Lamina is designed to add a metal effect to textured lime-based products,
with a choice between five striking metallic colours to suit any space: gold,
silver, bronze, brass antique and holographic.

Indulge your senses with the sultry chromatic tones of CHIC Metal. With a
pre-tinted bronze, copper and purple metallic base, this aesthetically
texturised design injects warmth into the ambience of any area.

Composed of 75% of real metal, Cool Fusion is a cool and enticing finish
that combines the depths of metal-like textural effects to exceptionally
elevate your artistic space. Available in bronze, copper, brass and zinc.
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COOL FUSION

CUSTOM PROJECTPROJECT              
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Introducing Oxidea Rubigo - the modern
answer to a traditional textural experience. 

Consisting of a primer base and oxidising
finish, this design creates a distinct textural
ambience for any space.
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OXIDEA RUBIGO

RUIN XPROJECT              

Embrace ‘different’ with Oxidea Verdigris, a
unique copper patina effect with a grainy-
textured matt finish designed to stimulate

the senses.
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OXIDEA VERDIGRIS

CALCE COMPANY HQPROJECT              
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The Signature Colour Palette is only available in Grassello Lucido, Elite Grassello, Sale e Pepe, Elite
Venezia, Marmorino Floor, Microsynth Marble, Microcement, Trowel-X, Micro-Quartz, Elite Travertino,
Marmorino Antico 300, Marmorino Matt 600, Elite Marmorino, Marmorino Matt Madraperla, Glimmerputz,
Marmorino Classico 500, Vertigo, Cocciopesto, Liberty Stone, Intonachino Grosso 1200, Intonachino
Classico 700 and Intonachino Fine 400. 
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SIGNATURE COLOUR PALETTE

EG 314

EG 145

EG 166

EG 109

EG 151 EG 140 EG 188

EG 143 EG 138 EG 163

EG 147 EG 144 EG 298

EG 112 EG 168 EG 299

EG 326

EG 113

EG 270

EG 337

EG 328 EG 327 EG 192

EG 115 EG 116 EG 272

EG 266 EG 265 EG 267

EG 185 EG 160 EG 251



SIGNATURE COLOUR PALETTE

WHITE NATURAL ECM 45 EG 184

EG 275

EG 227

EG 200

EG 228

EG 203

EG 236

EG 276

EG 341

EG 208

EG 277

EG 340

EG 232

EG 199 EG 235 EG 207 EG 300

CALCE COMPANY COLOUR ACCURACY DISCLAIMER

The colours displayed in the Catalogue are as close as possible to the true product colour. However, colour representation can
significantly differ when using RGB and HEX values to display colours on any material. We highly recommend sampling your colour
selection to ensure you can achieve satisfactory results. 

EG 211 EG 180 EG 178 EG 233

EG 271 EG 231 EG 179 EG 318



KNOW ABOUT

OUR PRODUCTS

DO YOU OFFER COLOUR-MATCHING?

We have a current colour range that expands to over 1,950 colours, but we also colour-match many
high-end paint manufacturers' colours with our advanced colour lab capabilities. 

CAN YOU PUT DECORATIVE FINISHES IN BATHROOMS?

We have five products that are specially designed for bathroom usage. Our range is vast for suitability
in style and project. Our cementitious range of Microcements includes Marmorino Floor and
Microcement. For a 100% waterproof synthetic product we offer Microsynth Marble. For commercial
environments that require a heavy-duty product, we recommend our Forcrete range comprised of
Trowel-X and Micro-Quartz.

ARE THERE DIFFERENT STYLES AND FINISHES AVAILABLE?

Each product illustrates its own unique aesthetic. Therefore, different products achieve different styles
and finishes.  

ARE THERE ANY HEALTH BENEFITS TO YOUR PRODUCTS?

Our lime-based decorative products have natural breathability, making it an inhospitable surface for
bacteria, dust, mould and mildew without the need for chemical additives. In addition, they are
extremely low in or completely absent of VOCs (volatile organic compounds). 

CAN YOUR PRODUCTS BE USED ON SPLASH BACKS AND BENCH TOPS?

We have a number of selected products that can be applied to splash backs and bench tops such as
Marmorino Floor, Microsynth Marble, Microcement, Trowel-X and Micro-Quartz. These products are
food grade, provided the appropriate sealer is used. 

WHO CAN APPLY YOUR PRODUCTS? 

We highly recommend you utilise a Calce Company certified applicator, that has been trained in Calce
Company products. This will ensure that the finish and quality of the samples will be achieved to the
same finish that has been approved. In addition, using a certified applicator provides extra
reassurance in product warranty.  




